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Ducati's Scrambler line of air-cooling motorcycles has spawned some extremely attractive, budding friendly bikes. Previously, I tested the 1100 version, which costs a lot of money but comes with some high-end security technology to justify its heftier price tag. I liked this bike a lot, but this new Racer Cafe is a package that is almost too good to steal. The Scrambler combines 1100
upgrade technologies with the original smaller bike, 803-cc engine. In addition, all 2019 Scramblers get 1100 in lean sensitive, two-channel, anti-block brakes. This makes this package incredibly compelling. Usually for someone on a larger height/weight spectrum, a cafe racer-style bike is just code for wildly uncomfortable. Typically, these bikes have a low-mounted clip-on-the-
wheeler, a high-mounted rear foot control set and a long layering from the riding position - that's the style of a cafe racer. Of course, this makes the bikes look sleek like all hell, but it's very physically taxing the design of the ride. The extra weight on the wrists is useful for handling, keeping the front splint biting in the corner, but it also hurts after about 45 minutes. Highly installed
leg controls are great to provide a leaner angle and get your body weight down on top of the tank, but leg cramps are no fun when riding in traffic. Ducati's Scrambler Cafe Racer takes large bones of the original Scratcher icon and drapes them in epic looks. Ducati Ducati's Scrambler Cafe Racer happily buckss that trend; It gives you all the cafe racer style you might want, but its
ergonomics is tweaked subtly to make it livable for longer trips. The steering wheel, for example, is already lower than on some other Scrambler bikes, but still relatively vertical, and because they are so narrow, they tend to blend visually with the rest of the controls. The legs control more or less in the same position as the standard Scrambler, which must say that they are high
enough for a decent ground clearance in a long radical corner, but they do not hide way up or set the way back. It gives enough room even for long legs like mine and I'm 6 feet, 4 inches tall. Another outstanding aspect of Cafe Racer - and the Scrambler line in general - is the availability for shorter riders. With a seat height of just over 31 inches, it's not exactly a cruiser, but it's not
a towering hippo. Combined with a relatively slender wet weight of 432 pounds, I think many small-frame riders would find the Racer Cafe easy to approach, and the willing party around the city blasts that require a lot of footwork on the ground stops. There are very few bikes like this that offer so much style and ask for so little compromise of comfort in return. Another massive
feather in the cover of the Scrambler line is 803 cubic centimeters, with air desmo two-capancial twin-cylinder engine. This engine has been in the Ducati family for over a decade and was the engine with which the Scrambler line is launched. This is a total of Having also less than 100 horsepower on the crane, The Scrambler Cafe Racer will be hustling. The Ducati Ducati L-twin
(so-called direction V of two cylinders) produces a healthy 73 horsepower at 8,250 rpm and 49 pound-feet of torque at 5750 rpm. It should be fun, not scary. The way that the bike provides power is smooth and easily controlled. The torque comes at a fairly low level in the rev range that you won't find yourself trying to take off, but high enough that you don't work out puff and are
forced to short shift. This is especially good because this engine sounds magical in its upper registers. Scramblers all use cable-activated throttle. The downside of this is the lack of traction control, but the plus is that the throttle activation is smooth and predictable. The refueling on this bike is exquisite. There is no jerky when opening the throttle, making it ideal for new riders. The
Scrambler gearbox is smooth and unobtrusive. It's not the most accurate thing in the world, sometimes needing a healthy kick transition between gears, but it doesn't detract from the experience and still feels better than the gear on the much more expensive BMW R NineT Urban GS that I tested last year. The grip on the Scrambler is now a hydraulic unit and works smoothly with a
slight lever pull. The suspension on Cafe Racer is adjustable at the front and back. The front blocks are 41 millimeters in diameter and come from Kayaba. The rear kick is also from Kayaba and is adjustable only for pre-loading. The suspension is competent and plush enough for a broken Los Angeles street, but serious canyon carvers might want to look at upgrading. Of course,
the Accessory license plate Cafe Racer is kind of superfluous, but we love it anyway. Ducati Braking is treated with one 330 mm drive in front and a 245 mm disk at the back. Calipers are a four-piston radially installed unit and a single piston unit respectively. Bosch two-channel ABS is standard. Scrambler is a bike that works with you, not something you feel you need to tame. It's
like a happy rumble together at 30mph in the second gear as it's careening up to the freeway onramp in full chat. The Cafe Racer chassis and unique ergo also inspire confidence. In my testing, I never found a situation where the bike did anything unexpected or felt less capable than I was. That being said, I would like more range in suspension adjustment, but I'm definitely out of
the norm when it comes to the estimated size of the rider, so it's not exactly a criticism. The brakes of the bicycle, while basic in appearance and specification, were One drive forward is usually enough to give me -- again, as a larger rider -- some pauses of pause faster roads, but I never found it lacking to feel or stop power. Being away from Brembo probably has a lot to do with
that. During my week with the bike, I participated in the Alley Motorcyclist Rally event. It was the third run of the ride, which starts near downtown Los Angeles and snakes its way through a hidden Los Angeles road. This year's theme was the secret dirt roads of Los Angeles, and despite some initial hesitation on my part, Cafe Racer again established itself as a ready-made party.
Blue and silver are not the colors that we usually associate with Ducati, but they work here. Ducati's inherent agility of the bike allowed me to choose my way surgically through a rut of dirt roads and glass-strewn alleys without fear of getting a smooth wheel. I had a lot of power to keep up with the multitude of bikes on the ride, ranging from KTM to the new 790 Duke mighty Aprilia
Tuono.The biggest drawback on this trip was the simple fact that Scrambler is air-cooled and throws a ton of heat when idling for an extended period. Once things got moving again, it quickly became tolerable again, but if I hadn't worn Kevlar-lined jeans, I'd probably cooked the bottom half of my body very well. The 2019 Ducati Scrambler Cafe Racer is a fantastic little motorcycle,
perfect as a daily rider, ready for a canyon carving companion and just as beautiful as you want. If there is a downside to it, it is the price. You pay a premium for the style, not the insubordinated, either. The Cafe Racer model starts at $11995, and that's before you add in any dealer fees or screw on any of the hundreds of available Ducati authorized accessories. With the
Scrambler line, you don't get the latest and greatest anything from a tech point of view, and you're not on top of any real performance heap. What you get, however, is an extremely attractive and well-sorted package that will keep you entertained well after you are out of your novice rider phase. See all the photos no 29 More now to play: Watch this: BMW's riderless, self-driving
motorcycle goes on its back... Back... buy ducati cafe racer. ducati cafe racers for sale
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